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B o  B l a n c k e n B u r g

A computer model of the human body 
would be Prof. Hartung’s ideal solu
tion to the problems that plague 

toxicology of old. This approach borrows 
heavily from the integrated biology field of 
systems biology and attempts to combine 
symptomatic, genetic, proteomic and me
tabolomics data. Looking at Thomas 
Hartungs resume a multidisciplinary  
approach is hardly surprising. In Germany 
he did his undergraduate studies in math 
and information technologies, has an MD 
in toxicology and a PhD in pharmacology. 
“I want to shift the toxicological view of the 
body as a black box with symptoms to one 
of an intricately connected machine, with 
major and minor processes influencing 
each other in specific and predictable ways”, 
explains Hartung.

limited list
Considering the extremely fragmented 

knowledge of pathways and various anno
tation approaches of genes and proteins, 
this seems like an ambitious project. 
Quantifying and modeling simple meta
bolite fluxes is still nigh impossible in 
simple organisms such as yeasts, let alone 
in entire human systems. “The virtual pa
tient project, which we hope will be fund
ed as a flagship project by the EU, will be 
a very big job, yes”, admits Hartung. “But 

I don’t think it belongs in the world of sci
ence fiction.” His group at Johns Hopkins 
University, USA, is starting out small, 
with endocrine disruption as a test case. 
They are developing an annotation lan
guage to map out all the pathways that 
may possibly be of influence during drug 
breakdown and other toxicological pro
cesses, and put them in a database. 
Hartung thinks that a fairly limited list  
of toxicologically interesting pathways in 
general should account for most undesir

able side effects, which may already prove 
invaluable to the pharmacological indus
try. Ultimately, it would mean a significant 
reduction in cost and animals used,  
enable researchers to zoom in on known 
effects and pathways, and could bring 
populationspecific toxicology modeling 
into the realm of possibility.

“If such a database is properly validated 
and complete, it will even be able to do 
something that animal models can’t: pro
nounce a compound safe”, explains 
Hartung. “Animal models and cell line 
models may have various outcomes  
using different conditions. A good com
puter model can correct for these effects.”

After 6 years as head of the European 
Commission for Validation of Alternative 
Methods (ECVAM) Hartung hasn’t stopped 
his efforts to replace animal testing but he 
is happy to leave the world of governmental 
red tape behind. “Apart from the great 
honor of being offered a chair at one of the 
most prestigious universities out there, I 
also think that the USA has stolen Europe’s 
role as frontrunner in alternative testing”, 
says Hartung. “The main difference is that 
Europe’s attempts to replace animal testing 
have been fairly fragmented. The USA uses 
more of a topdown approach, in which col
laboration with the pharmaceutical indus
try is essential. I feel a lot will be happening 
in the next few years.” |

thomas Hartung will be a key note speaker  
at the FIGON Dutch Medicines Days  

on Monday, October 1st.

‘I don’t think this  
belongs in the world  

of science fiction’

‘I feel a lot will be happening in  
the next few years.’

‘An update in the field of toxicology is long overdue’, states professor Thomas Hartung. 
‘Drug design and discovery benefit directly from the latest technology, but toxicologists 

still work with protocols from the sixties. It is time for change.’

A virtual patient


